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ARE YOU A GAZELLE OR A WOUNDED WILD BOAR? 

The above title refers to how my running is at times. Sometimes I feel like a gazelle and sometimes I feel 

like a wounded, bleeding wild boar. Luckily this year I have felt like a wounded wild boar only between 

July and August (about two months). 

I am not a newcomer to running; I have been running for over six years. I thought I had reached my 

peak performance in 2012, but this year’s running has shown otherwise.  

On the whole, running-wise, it has been an amazing year for me! There have been theories in my head 

for some time and I have had the discipline to apply these. Now that I have seen the results, I want to 

share these with other fellow runners. You may call them controversial and may not want to apply, but I 

did, I improved and I am loving running more than ever! 

Please don’t get me wrong; I am not being big-headed and there is so much more that I need to learn, 

but this is a stock-take. 

There are three pillars to my running; 

 Diet (low carb, high protein and high minerals) 

 Training (running and core work, upper body strength), and  

 Psychology (which includes race strategy) – must be FUN! Your mind must be free of all stress! 

I will also touch on (in my view) stupid fads, like “carb-loading”, hydrating (utterly unbearable stupidity 

of carrying a bottle in one’s hand!). Look, this is me; you don’t have to take any notice. I certainly do not 

mean to offend. 

I will also touch on race prep; toilet habits, warm-up before a race, race strategy and overall running 

psychology (niggles do not exist in reality, they exist only in your head!) 

PART 1: DIET 

A year ago I decided that I would follow a diet I much believed in but hardly had the discipline to put 

into practice. The opportunity arose at the end of October 2015 when for two weeks I could not face 

food! I lost 5kgs (6.35ks in a stone for those non-metric friends). In two weeks losing almost a stone is 

severe but I saw it as an opportunity to retain that loss and go on the low carbohydrate diet. 

By the way, low carb means less of bread, pasta, rice, potatoes and similar starchy food. And “low” 

means low, not cutting it out completely. 

I also believed in protein being a major repair ingredient. So my new diet consisted of high protein (eggs 

and meat) and high minerals and vitamins (vegetables and fruit, and nuts when I wanted some 

indulgence – nuts are quite calorific). But I wanted to follow a diet that was sustainable, i.e. I was not 

going to follow it for one week one month or one year, but one that I could follow for the rest of time… 

This was to be a new lifestyle without compromise, just a matter of getting used to. I decided to not cut 

out completely but only reduce the carb intake, so if I fancied a cake or pasta bake with cheese or with 

meatballs then I would have it – it was just a matter of reducing the carb intake. 

This has worked and I am able to maintain it with the help of my wonderful partner Hilary. 
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I cannot stress how important it is that what diet you follow has to be one that is sustainable – diets 

that are extreme and intense will not serve you well, simply because they are not sustainable and are 

only good for short sharp shocks to the system. I have, on occasional weeks, been very strict with my 

diet to get ready for a race but that is as far as I have gone. By the way, just to prove that the diet is not 

a regimented and punishing one, you will be glad to know that I have also been on occasional binge 

eating  

I read a little booklet called Fat Burners Bible four years ago – Darrel Buckley lent me this booklet he got 

from the Men’s Health cover as a freebie.  That booklet was an amazing eye-opener! Two key things I 

learned were; “I hate pies!” and “double whammy of alcohol”. 

Well, “I hate pies” simply meant low carb for me, and on the alcohol front… you got me! I did not cut it 

out of my diet, because; remember it has to be sustainable. But I was little more careful run up to some 

races (some races, I was fully loaded with alcohol from the night before, seriously!). “Double whammy” 

of alcohol refers to its content i.e. alcohol turns to sugar in the body (calories!), and it actually stops the 

liver to producing insulin, hence the body actually stops breaking down sugar and burning calories – 

alcohol encourages the calories / sugar to be stored in the body as fat. 

So, I ate a lot of chicken, massive amounts of veg (spiced up makes veg very appetising), lots and lots of 

eggs and ate a lot of fruit as well. To supplement my iron intake I also ate a lot of liver (well, I do like it 

but I seem to go through craving liver and that is my body telling me I need iron. So, I go through phases 

of eating and then not eating liver for a while.) I have also eaten a lot of fish – I love fish! 

My typical weekly diet has been as follows; 

 I have never been a breakfast person so I was not going to change that. I know it is good for you 

but as I have never terribly enjoyed breakfast, it was easier to continue that way. 

 

 Apart from low carb, there is one more measure you really need to bear in mind; it is a simple 

arithmetical equation: what you take in as calories versus what you burn. If you take in more 

than you burn, your body will store it as reserves and you become fat. If you burn more than 

you take in, then you lose weight – simple really, and remember that the average person burns 

about 2,200 calories per day. The brain alone requires about 650 calories per day simply to 

function. So, your brain alone burns the equivalent of a 10k run! 

OK, my average weekly diet, here it goes; 

 Monday to Friday (no breakfast), three to four pieces fruit for lunch, and chicken and veg or fish 

and veg for dinner (lots of eggs and spinach, other meat, etc. are also in my diet.) 

 

 Sometimes, on a Friday (and sometimes on a Thursday and Friday), I blew it and had 2-3 double 

whoppers or big macs and quarter pounders (oh, yes! If you know me personally, you would 

know that I can put away food big time! I am yet to meet someone who can eat as much as I 

can). In one sitting have had four Mexican Big Tasty and a Big Mac. At another sitting I had two 

big chicken paninis and  two lots of double chicken breast burgers from KFC – pig or what! 

 

 Usually on a Friday night I would eat fairly relaxed and would eat pasta with meatballs (one of 

my favourites!) or something similar, polish it off with some Guinness or Cava (another one of 

my favourites). 
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 At weekends, again I would be fairly relaxed but try not to binge – I have binged a few times. 

Once I had nearly two bottles of Cava just by myself! 

All I am trying to convey is that I do follow a low carb diet that I can sustain for the rest of my life, which 

means I am not religiously strict, it is not a zero-tolerance diet. I am sensible a lot of the times and 

particularly coming up to races and target races I don’t binge and I am comfortably strict, making sure 

that I don’t spoil my chances of a decent time, and waste a whole week or month’s efforts. 

I naturally don’t crave for sweet food, i.e. chocolates. So, it has been easy at times but then I do enjoy 

pastry based cakes and where I work in London there is a fabulous cake shop; I spent a fortune during 

the past 10-12 months on cakes (£60 - £70 per week type spend) – family ends up not eating and often I 

end up eating most of them. I have tried to stay away from cakes running up to a race but not always 

managed. I am telling you all this because I want you to really get under the skin of my low-carb diet, 

which does not mean “zero tolerance” - it is sustainable and is part of my lifestyle now. The weeks 

where I got two PBs were those when I really behaved well and stuck to my low carb diet (twice I got 

two PBs in one week – OK, let’s put it in another way; four PBs in two weeks!). 

Three months after having gone on this diet, I went to listen to Mara Yamauchi, former British 

Marathon runner, who represented Britain at the 2008 Beijing Olympics, at one of her talks organised 

by Greater Cambridge Athletics Network (and our own Trev Bunch). Mara confirmed that the diet I was 

following has worked for her but she added that it is controversial. I was so chuffed! It had been 

working for me and here was a professional elite athlete who said “yes” and a vote of confidence but 

with a warning that “it is controversial” – you probably need to look up for yourselves why it is 

controversial but I see no negatives about the low carb diet. It is said that with a strict low carb-diet one 

can develop intolerance to gluten – I am ok with the risk! 

The benefits of low carb diet are two fold; the loss of weight but also incredible efficiency of the muscle 

tissue, including great recovery time! I have had no “recovery” issues and have done runs after runs – 

just like a machine! I do believe that low carb has immense benefits. 

I have been good at supplementing my mineral intake and I do take Hi 5 Zero tablets for my hydration 

regularly (SIS tablets will do as well, of course. Just make sure there is a good level of minerals i.e. 

magnesium, potassium, calcium, zinc, sodium, etc.) I have also been taking iron supplement, vitamin C, 

cod liver oil and glucosamine (for joints since I had reactive arthritis back in 2006, as a bad reaction to 

antibiotics.)  

There are couple of other things I want to say on the diet; I started the low carb diet with a view to lose 

weight and then maintaining a low weight. For this, I not only stayed away from the high carb food but 

also made effort to stay away from fat, particularly animal fat. I watched my calorie intake and tried to 

have a negative calorie diet to lose the fat in my body and become leaner. My measure has been just 

trying to get a handle of fat on my tummy, around my sides, love handles area, seriously and with some 

objectivity i.e. trying not to kid myself, measuring how much fat I have in store. I weigh usually in the 

morning and evening, noting whether it is before or after the meals, i.e. making sure I am consistent 

and can compare one time to another. I have a very accurate sense of where my weight is and where it 

should be. I know what I roughly weigh when go into a race and next time for another race I recall the 

weight I was last time I raced, compare it to my weight for the current race, make a judgement as to 

what I can expect as my race performance. Of course there are many other factors affecting the race 

performance such as whether you have a cold or not and other general health state. 
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REMEMBER! IF YOU DON’T MAKE DRAMATIC CHANGES IN YOUR APPROACH, YOU CANNOT EXPECT 

DRAMATIC CHANGES IN YOUR PERFORMANCE – SIMPLE! 

Right, now the other point you really need to get to grips with is knowing why you want to eat – food is 

OVERRATED! We in the West do not know what starvation is – F*ck carb-loading! You have – yes you all 

have – so much reserve energy in the form of fat and muscle that you can easily knock out a 5k, 10k, 

half marathon and even a marathon on an empty stomach. You know what? I have gone into marathons 

on an empty stomach, because I have trained my body, through long runs, to burn the reserve energy – 

the fat! Also remember that fat is 70% water and pretty much the rest is energy. When you burn fat you 

do get your water / hydration from it as well. You will NOT HIT THE WALL if you have trained your body 

to burn its reserves. That is through thorough training; long slow runs that do not rely on energy gels. 

You need to really appreciate the “POWER TO WEIGHT” ratio concept and consider each and every bit 

of food and drink in terms of the weight it will add to your body and what benefit it will give you. On 

occasions, I felt so weak that I sod my diet and ate to gain strength and risked running under par. But I 

do take it very seriously. Therefore, I weigh up what I put in my body carefully, its weight versus its 

benefit, so much so that I will have small shots of hydration drink before a race and run with that – little 

liquid with minerals and caffeine that will give me minerals against cramps and caffeine to get me going 

– all of this is worth taking extra 250 grams of weight on. I will talk about this and coffee, which is a 

massive part of my diet, more under the race strategy / psychology part later. Oh and tea is bad for you 

– it rinses the iron from your body. Tea interferes with the absorption of iron in the body, so avoid 

drinking tea when you will be digesting food (roughly speaking within 2 hours of eating). Bad, bad, bad… 

Loss of iron causes tiredness and lethargy. 

I have mostly avoided ready manufactured sweets; chocolate, bars, snack food, basic sweets, sugar and 

anything that uses processed sugar as ingredient. 

There is a serious psychology involved in keeping to a reasonably disciplined diet (reasonably  - Not 

rigid, not strict, just sensible). But there is also a great tool to use, in fact two tools that I use to manage 

and keep to my diet most of the time: 

 One is; being able to differentiate between craving and actual hunger. I ask myself and listen to 

my body to work out whether it is a craving a desire for food or whether my stomach is empty 

and needs filling. Your daily calorie intake for the day at a given point in time during the day is 

another indicator to find out if it is a craving or genuine hunger. 

 

 The other tool is “Visualisation”; this involves imagining what you’d be like if you were to keep 

to your diet and didn’t eat a bit longer (I mean if you didn’t eat treats, snacks, junk food, 

whatever you are craving for at that point in time). I visualise a tight tummy or the fat on my abs 

burning and melting away. I visualise lightness when I am running and running like a gazelle!  

Note the positive tone of my visualisation – not punishing, not negative like “you’ll be FAT Yusuf.” 

In the next part I will talk about my TRAINING – what I changed in my overall training regime, the 

nuances of my core strength, upper body strength, the function of our arms and the deltoid muscles 

(muscles over your shoulders), etc. 

L O V E    R U N N I N G ! . . 

Yusuf Firat, 25th November 2016 


